
Creating consistent Battlemaps

by Troedel for the Cartographers Guild

Aim of the tutorial

For writing adventures or running a campaign it would be nice to deliver maps to your players that match each

other nicely and give a consistent feel. Ever wandered through a forest depicting 20 different tree styles? Not

a pleasant experience. The other point is speed. Let´s say you have got 1 week preparation time, 2 kids,

some work and 3 encounters to map out. Starting every map from scratch is out of the question.

So it is time to lay some groundwork that can be drawn upon later. This tutorial was made with Photoshop

CS6 beta but the general techniques should be achievable in lower versions or gimp. This isn´t about

achieving fantastic pieces of art ( surprise me ) but it wil l be pleasing to the eye and gentle on your time after

the initial setup.

Format

As with every map you have got to decide upon the use of your map. During games I use a 32” LCD TV

incorporated into a dining table and use Maptools running on a laptop to display the maps I create. As you can

zoom in and on a PC many formats are viable. I f you are restricted to a special print size for playing with

miniatures some more considerations should be given. I wil l lay out my considerations for a VTT. MapTool

uses a raster size of 50,1 00 or 200 DPI so creating a map for my 32” Monitor has to be 71 x 40 cm or 28” x

1 5” inches. Deciding for 200 DPI I need a fi le with a resolution of 5600 x 3000 pixels, with 1 00 dpi 2800 x

1 500 pixels which should be enough for screen view. Standart print resolution is 300 dpi so going for it you

should have some RAM handy.

Getting ready

First of al l you need some textures for the different ground layers, roads, streams and variation thereof. There

are plenty of resources online which you can use, always considering the copyrights. I f you feel artistic you

can create your own patterns using custom brushes some patience and the Filter>Other>Offset in Photoshop

to make more or less seamless patterns. Next thing that wil l come handy are symbols for al l those kinds of

objects populating a map. For a battlemap these would be trees, rocks, brushes and other things. At this point

it´s important that the symbols match the textures. No point taking a hires photorealistic ground texture and a

handpainted tree. Try to settle for the kind of map and try to match the styles. I f you are doing everything by

yourself keep that in mind too. I t takes practise.

Starting to set up the layers

I wil l get a bit more concrete in the fol lowing steps but keep in mind that these steps can be applied in many

more ways. I want to be as nondestructive as possible so that I can change things quickly without being

forced build up again from scratch.



First thing you should do is laying down the general ground cover. I create a layer naming it “Ground” and fi l l

everything with my pattern “LightGrass”. I f you get some ti l ing because you made the pattern yourself just for the

second time you take out your “Clone Stamp Tool” set it to a big radius with a soft edge, pick up a pattern by

pressing on “Alt” + “left cl ick” and stamp over the ti l ing.

For some variation I set up a second layer naming it “Ground Variation” and fi l l ing it with the pattern

“DarkGrass”. After doing that I mask everything out with Layer>Layer Mask>Hide All . Then I cl ick on the layer

mask in the layers swatch to activate it and take a big soft brush with with low opacity and paint with white on

the mask. This wil l gently reveal some of my “DarkGrass” and provide some variation. Go crazy with a different

third layer if you wish.

I continue establishing a grid. Create a layer and name it “Grid”. We determined earl ier that we wil l use a

resolution of 1 00 dpi. So go on, create a new document with a resolution of 1 00 dpi the size of 1 00x1 00 px and

a transparent background. Create a new layer, Select>Select All . Then use Edit>Stroke. . . and set the stroke to

1 px on the inside. Use Edit>Define Pattern. . . and name it Square Grid 1 00px. Now go back to your map

document, and use the Fil l Tool using a pattern and fi l l the document on the grid Layer. You should now have a

nice reverence for the fol lowing steps, each grid l ine 2px wide. Printing the document would result in a grid

exactly 1 inch spaced. The resolution is a l ittle bit low for printing though.



Third step for me is generating the terrain topologie. Create a layer and fi l l i t with 50% grey. Change the fi l lstyle to

“Overlay” and name it “Elevation”. For now this Layer stays the top layer, new layers for paths, roads or streams

are created below the “Elevation” layer. Now would be a good time for establishing a light direction so that you can

determine the areas where shadow would fal l or highl ights should be created. Using the “Dodge” and “Burn” Tools

you can now work on this layer creating shadows in depressions or highl ights on ridges. This is completly

nondestructive to your groundlayers and can be used to generate different topologies using the same groundwork,

just fi l l the layer with 50% grey and start working again.



Lets lay down a path or road. To do so create a layer above the “Ground Variation” Layer and name it “Roads”. Pick

up a nice pattern for some dirty, hardpacked ground and fi l l the layer with it. Add a layer mask as with the “Ground

Variation” Layer and hide everything. Lets pick up a nice soft brush with white as a foreground colour. Select the

Layer mask and paint your road on it. To add some punch double we wil l add a Layer Style. Click the layer on some

free space. This wil l bring up the “Layer Style” panel. Add a inner and outer glow an a Bevel&Emboss with the

fol lowing settings ( taylored to my example image )

Final ly I want to add some trees to make my scene a bit more complete. I created a symbol for my tree canopy,

opened up a new layer and placed it on my map above the Elevation and Grid Layer. Photoshopspecific I

changed it into a smart object so that changes to one instance imediatly transfer to al l layercopies and that up

and downscaling don´t impact my symbol quality. Copy and Paste wil l do a similar job though. So a tree and two

copies with a drop shadow added in the layer styles.



The final result is a map I can very quickly change with just painting b/w on the layer masks and the elevation

map. The technique can be widened to all sorts of things, including rivers, ruin walls and other things. By keeping

a library of symbols ready you can quickly add in objects to your map, idealy making them yourself to develop a

style.

This wil l be the final map, propably set up in 5 minutes once the groundwork is layed and without trying to figure

out how to write and layout a tutorial ; ) . I t´s nothing dramatic but with some aditional layers and objects it wil l be

very nice to play on. I hope you got something out of this and happy mapping!




